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Does Surgery Improve Outcomes for Esophageal
Squamous Cell Carcinoma? An Analysis Using the
Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results Registry
from 1998 to 2008
Mathias Worni, MD, Jeremiah Martin, MB, Beat Gloor, MD, Ricardo Pietrobon, MD, PhD,

homas A D’Amico, MD, FACS, Igor Akushevich, PhD, Mark F Berry, MD

BACKGROUND: We examined survival associated with locally advanced esophageal squamous cell cancer (SCC)
to evaluate if treatment without surgery could be considered adequate.

STUDY DESIGN: Patients in the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results Registry (SEER) registry with stage
II-III SCC of the mid or distal esophagus from 1998-2008 were grouped by treatment with
definitive radiation versus esophagectomy with or without radiation. Information on chemo-
therapy is not recorded in SEER. Tumor stage was defined as first clinical tumor stage in case of
neo-adjuvant therapy and pathological report if no neo-adjuvant therapy was performed.
Cancer-specific (CSS) and overall survival (OS) were analyzed using the Kaplan-Meier ap-
proach and propensity-score adjusted Cox proportional hazard models.

RESULTS: Of the 2,431 patients analyzed, there were 844 stage IIA (34.7%), 428 stage IIB (17.6%), 1,159
stage III (47.7%) patients. Most were treated with definitive radiation (n � 1,426, 58.7%). Of
the 1,005 (41.3%) patients who underwent surgery, 369 (36.7%) had preoperative radiation,
160 (15.9%) had postoperative radiation, and 476 (47.4%) had no radiation. Five-year survival
was 17.9% for all patients, and 22.1%, 18.5%, and 14.5% for stages IIA, IIB, and stage III,
respectively. Compared to treatment that included surgery, definitive radiation alone predicted
worse propensity-score adjusted survival for all patients (CSS Hazard Ratio [HR] 1.48, p �
0.001; OS HR 1.46, p � 0.001) and for stage IIA, IIB, and III patients individually (all p values
�0.01). Compared to surgery alone, surgery with radiation predicted improved survival for
stage III patients (CSS HR 0.62, p � 0.001, OS HR 0.62, p � 0.001) but not stage IIA or IIB
(all p values � 0.18).

CONCLUSIONS: Esophagectomy is associated with improved survival for patients with locally advanced SCC
and should be considered as an integral component of the treatment algorithm if feasible. ( J Am

Coll Surg 2012;215:643–651. © 2012 by the American College of Surgeons)
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The estimated incidence of esophageal cancer in the
United States is increasing, with 17,460 new cases in
2012.1-5 Overall 5-year survival has improved significantly
ver the past few decades but remains poor at 19%.4,5 The
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ptimal treatment for locally advanced but potentially re-
ectable esophageal cancer without distant metastases has
ot been definitively established by randomized controlled
rials and varies in practice.6 Complete surgical resection

likely provides the best chance for cure in patients who do
not have distant disease.7-9 However, surgery is used in only
0 to 40% of resectable cases, perhaps because esophagec-
omy is historically associated with significant morbidity
nd mortality and disappointing long-term results.7,10

The histology distribution has changed such that adeno-
carcinoma is now the most common type, but squamous
cell carcinoma (SCC) still accounts for 37% of esophageal
cancers.1,3 Patients with adenocarcinoma and SCC have
imilar observed long-term survival across major treatment

odalities, suggesting that both histologies respond simi-
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larly to treatment.11 Accordingly, esophageal cancer treat-
ment guidelines are generally the same for both adenocar-
cinoma and SCC.12 However, the benefit of surgical
esection in improving survival compared to definitive che-
oradiotherapy for esophageal SCC has been ques-

ioned.13 In particular, several randomized trials have sug-
ested that definitive chemoradiation could offer equivalent
urvival to treatment that involves surgery for locally ad-
anced, non-metastatic esophageal SCC.14-16

Because these studies have suggested that surgery does
not improve survival for esophageal SCC compared to de-
finitive chemoradiation, we sought to examine outcomes
after different treatment regimens of potentially resectable
mid and lower esophageal SCC using a population-based
registry. The Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results
(SEER) program is the largest population-based US cancer
registry, with the latest 2008 release containing 17 registries
that cover 28% of the US population.1 SEER routinely
ollects radiation and surgery data but lacks any informa-
ion on chemotherapy use. This study tested the hypothesis
hat esophagectomy with or without radiation is associated
ith improved survival compared to definitive radiation in
atients with resectable SCC of the mid and distal
sophagus.

METHODS
The Institutional Review Board at Duke University ap-
proved the performance of this secondary analysis of the
SEER database, which contains patient demographic, tu-
mor characteristic, treatment (surgery, radiotherapy), sur-
vival, and cause of death data. SEER*Stat 7.0.5 was used to
extract data of patients 18 years or older with locally ad-
vanced SCC of the esophagus from year 1998 to 2008.
Patients with SCC of the esophagus were identified using
the histology SEER codes ranging from 8050 to 8089.
Patients who were diagnosed by their autopsy report or
death certificate only were excluded.

The tumor-node-metastasis (TNM) stage was either di-
rectly extracted from SEER or manually recoded from
available SEER variables, using the 6th edition of the AJCC

ancer Staging Manual.17 For patients where tumor stage
T1 and T2 were not distinguishable, an additional category

Abbreviations and Acronyms

CSS � cancer-specific survival
OS � overall survival
SCC � squamous cell carcinoma
SEER � Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results
TNM � tumor-node-metastasis
T1/2 was introduced. For every patient, a single tumor
stage in SEER is enclosed; it is defined as clinical tumor
stage if any neo-adjuvant therapy including radiotherapy,
chemotherapy, hormone therapy, or immunotherapy was
performed while for patients without neo-adjuvant ther-
apy, the pathological tumor stage is reported. Additional
tumor characteristics collected included tumor grade and
tumor location based on the ICD-O-3 codes. Only pa-
tients with the following tumor sites were considered and
grouped for the analyses: mid esophagus (C15.1 [thoracic
esophagus] and C15.4 [middle third of esophagus]); and
lower esophagus (C15.2 [abdominal esophagus] and
C15.5 [lower third of esophagus]). In addition, only pa-
tients with tumor stages IIA, IIB, and III were kept for
analysis, because treatment guidelines include surgical re-
section as a potential therapy.12 The following patient char-
acteristics were also extracted: sex, race, ethnicity, age
(age � 90 years was recoded to 90 to meet patient’s health
identifier regulations), marital status, and time to last avail-
able reported survival time-point. Patients living longer
than 5 years were right censored.

While SEER does contain information about surgery
and radiation therapy, no information is available in rela-
tion to chemotherapy administration. Therefore, 4 distinct
groups were defined based on the following treatments:
definitive radiotherapy, preoperative radiotherapy with
esophagectomy, esophagectomy only, and esophagectomy
with postoperative radiotherapy. Only patients who under-
went beam radiation and/or esophagectomy were analyzed;
patients who had missing treatment information or had
any other type of radiation or endoscopic tumor resection/
local destruction were excluded. For the main analysis, we
grouped patients undergoing esophagectomy with or with-
out radiation therapy together (others) while definitive ra-
diation was the comparator group. We then performed a
priori defined subgroup analysis comparing (1) patients
undergoing esophagectomy only with patients undergoing
esophagectomy and radiation therapy and (2) patients un-
dergoing preoperative radiotherapy with patients undergo-
ing postoperative radiotherapy.

Comparisons of patient characteristics among the treat-
ment groups of interest were performed using chi-square
test for categorical and t-test or one-way ANOVA for con-
tinuous variables. Cancer-specific survival (CSS) was as-
sessed focusing on patients with a cause of death originat-
ing from esophageal etiology while all other deaths were
right censored. In contrast, investigating overall survival
(OS), all patients dying during the follow-up period were
considered an event. Unadjusted survival analyses were per-
formed both with the Kaplan-Meier method comparing
survival curves with the log-rank test and with unadjusted

Cox proportional hazard models. Propensity-score ad-
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justed multivariable Cox proportional hazards models for
CSS and OS were calculated for all treatment comparisons
of interest while the propensity score was recalculated using
a logistic regression model according to the underlying hy-
pothesis. For the main analysis, surgery with or without
radiation therapy served as the control group and definitive
radiotherapy as the exposure group. For the comparison of
surgery with radiotherapy versus surgery without radio-
therapy, the latter served as the exposure group while for
the comparison of postoperative versus preoperative radio-
therapy, preoperative radiotherapy was considered the ex-
posure group. The following covariates were included into
the propensity score calculation: sex, age (continuous),
marital status, race, ethnicity, tumor grade, location of the
primary tumor, T-stage, N-stage, and year of diagnosis
(grouped in 5 time-periods).18 Because all the variables

sed to calculate the propensity score were also potentially
ssociated with survival, we a priori included the same set
f variables in addition to the propensity score to adjust the
ox proportional hazard regression models.
To account for the potential bias that the decision to

erform adjuvant radiotherapy was made intraoperatively
ather than preoperatively, we performed one set of sensi-
ivity analyses. We therefore excluded patients with post-
perative radiotherapy from the main analysis comparing
adiotherapy with surgery with or without preoperative
adiotherapy.

The significance level alpha was set at 0.05. Two-sided p
alues were calculated for all analyses. Data are presented as
ounts (percentages), means (standard deviations), or haz-
rd ratios (95% confidence intervals) where appropriate.
tatistical analyses were performed using STATA/SE ver-
ion 11.2 (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX).

RESULTS
Overall, 2,431 patients with squamous cell carcinoma of
the mid or distal esophagus who met the study inclusion
criteria from 1998 to 2008 were identified in the SEER
registry. Table 1 shows patient, treatment, and tumor char-
cteristics for all patients and stratified by treatment strat-
gy. Most tumors were located in the middle third of the
sophagus and were treated with radiation alone. Com-
ared to patients undergoing surgery with or without radi-
tion, patients who received definitive radiation more often
ad mid-esophageal tumors, were older, and more likely
ale, black, and non-married. Of the patients treated with

urgery, slightly more than half also had radiation. Most of
he patients who had both surgery and radiation received
adiation in the preoperative setting.

Median and 5-year survival is shown in Table 2 and

Figure 1A-D. Overall 5-year survival was 17.9% (95% CI:
16.1-19.7) while 5-year survival stratified by stage was
22.1% (CI: 18.8-25.5) for stage IIA, 18.5% (CI: 14.2-
23.3) for stage IIB, and 14.5% (CI: 12.2-17.0) for stage III
patients.

Definitive radiotherapy versus surgery with or
without radiotherapy
Overall, patients treated with surgery with or without ra-
diotherapy had significantly improved median CSS (27
versus 13 months, p�0.001) and median OS (20 versus 12
months, p�0.001) compared to definitive radiation (Table 2).
In both unadjusted and propensity-score adjusted Cox
proportional hazard regression analysis of all patients,
definitive radiation therapy was associated with worse
CSS and OS compared to surgery with or without ra-
diotherapy (Table 3, Figure 1A). In propensity-score ad-
justed subgroup analyses stratified by tumor stage, pa-
tients undergoing definitive radiation therapy had worse
CSS and OS for all individual stages IIA, IIB, and III
(Table 4, Figure 1B-D).

Surgery only versus surgery and radiotherapy
Among all patients, CSS and OS were worse in patients
undergoing esophagectomy only compared to patients un-
dergoing esophagectomy and radiation therapy for both,
unadjusted and propensity-score adjusted analysis
(Table 3). While this CSS and OS benefit of the combina-
tion therapy was also detected in propensity-score adjusted
results for stage III patients, survival of patients with stage
IIA and IIB tumors did not significantly improve when
radiation was used in addition to surgery (Table 4).

Preoperative versus postoperative radiation therapy
In subgroup analyses focusing on the comparison of pre-
operative and postoperative radiotherapy, no overall differ-
ence was detected for CSS and OS in both, unadjusted, and
propensity-score adjusted analyses of all patients (Table 3).
In unadjusted analysis stratified by stage, only stage III
patients showed better OS when preoperative radiotherapy
was used. However, this survival benefit was not present
after propensity-score adjustment as well (Table 4).

Sensitivity analysis for definitive radiotherapy
versus surgery with or without
preoperative radiotherapy
In sensitivity analysis comparing radiation therapy with
surgery with or without preoperative radiotherapy, overall,
patients undergoing radiation only had worse CSS (ad-
justed HR: 1.45, 95% CI: 1.28-1.65, p � 0.001) and OS
(adjusted HR: 1.43, 95% CI: 1.28-1.60, p � 0.001). This
survival benefit hold true also for patients with stage IIA,

IIB, and III tumors.
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DISCUSSION
Using the population-based SEER dataset, we show that
patients with locally advanced but potentially resectable

Table 1. Patient Characteristics Including Demographics, T

Overall
Definitive

RT
Surgery �/�

RT

n 2,431 1,426 (58.7) 1,005 (41.3)
ge, y, mean (SD) 66.5 (11.1) 68.1 (11.1) 64.2 (10.6)

Female, n (%) 871 (35.8) 486 (34.1) 385 (38.3)
Race

White 1,577 (64.9) 877 (61.5) 700 (69.7)
Black 557 (22.9) 369 (25.9) 188 (18.7)
Other/unknown 297 (12.2) 180 (12.6) 117 (11.6)

Ethnicity
Hispanic 2,283 (93.9) 1,330 (93.3) 953 (94.8)
Non-Hispanic 148 (6.1) 96 (6.7) 52 (5.2)

Marital status
Married 1,279 (52.6) 693 (48.6) 586 (58.3)
Other/unknown 1,152 (47.4) 733 (51.4) 419 (41.7)

umor location
Mid esophagus 1,469 (60.4) 948 (66.5) 521 (51.8)
Lower esophagus 962 (39.6) 478 (33.5) 484 (48.2)

rimary tumor (T)
T1 164 (6.7) 121 (8.5) 43 (4.3)
T2 508 (20.9) 259 (18.2) 249 (24.8)
T3 1,167 (48.0) 585 (41.0) 582 (57.9)
T4 509 (20.9) 395 (27.7) 114 (11.3)
T1/T2 83 (3.4) 66 (4.6) 17 (1.7)

ymph node status (N)
N0 1,046 (43.0) 594 (41.7) 452 (45.0)
N1 1,311 (53.9) 761 (53.4) 550 (54.7)
NX 74 (3.0) 71 (5.0) 3 (0.3)

tage
IIA 844 (34.7) 440 (30.9) 404 (40.2)
IIB 428 (17.6) 269 (18.9) 159 (15.8)
III 1,159 (47.7) 717 (50.3) 442 (44.0)

umor grade
G1/2 (well/

moderate) 1,137 (46.8) 652 (45.7) 485 (48.3)
G3/4 (poor/

undifferentiated) 944 (38.8) 493 (34.6) 451 (44.9)
Unknown 350 (14.4) 281 (19.7) 69 (6.9)

ause of death
Alive 648 (26.7) 307 (21.5) 341 (33.9)
Esophagus 1,410 (58.0) 893 (62.6) 517 (51.4)
Other cause of death 373 (15.3) 226 (15.8) 147 (14.6)

Values are counts and (%) if not otherwise indicated.
*Comparison of radiotherapy only versus others.
†Comparison of surgery only, preoperative, and postoperative radiotherapy.
‡One-way ANOVA.
RT, radiation therapy.
squamous cell cancer tumors of the esophagus have better
CSS and OS for esophagectomy with or without radiation
therapy over definitive radiotherapy. This finding also
holds true for the tumor subgroups stage IIA, IIB, and III,

r, and Treatment Features

alue*
Preoperative

RT Surgery only
Postoperative

RT p Value†

369 (36.7) 476 (47.4) 160 (15.9)
0.001 61.3 (9.4) 67.0 (10.9) 62.1 (10.3) 0.008‡

0.03 128 (34.7) 199 (41.8) 58 (36.3) 0.09

0.001 266 (72.1) 333 (70.0) 101 (63.1) 0.33
61 (16.5) 90 (18.9) 37 (23.1)
42 (11.4) 53 (11.1) 22 (13.8)

0.11 14 (3.8) 30 (6.3) 8 (5.0) 0.26
355 (96.2) 446 (93.7) 152 (95.0)

0.001 251 (68.0) 245 (51.5) 90 (56.3) �0.001
118 (32.0) 231 (48.5) 70 (43.8)

0.001 208 (56.4) 227 (47.7) 86 (53.8) 0.04
161 (43.6) 249 (52.3) 74 (46.3)

0.001 13 (3.5) 25 (5.3) 5 (3.1) 0.02
97 (26.3) 127 (26.7) 25 (15.6)

205 (55.6) 274 (57.6) 103 (64.4)
45 (12.2) 43 (9.0) 26 (16.3)

9 (2.4) 7 (1.5) 1 (0.6)

0.001 161 (43.6) 235 (49.4) 56 (35.0) 0.01
206 (55.8) 241 (50.6) 103 (64.4)

2 (0.5) 0 (0) 1 (0.6)

0.001 144 (39.0) 216 (45.4) 44 (27.5) �0.001
62 (16.8) 75 (15.8) 22 (13.8)

163 (44.2) 185 (38.9) 94 (58.8)

0.001 170 (46.1) 233 (49.0) 82 (51.3) 0.05

163 (44.2) 221 (46.4) 67 (41.9)
36 (9.8) 22 (4.6) 11 (6.9)

0.001 160 (43.4) 131 (27.5) 50 (31.3) �0.001
165 (44.7) 264 (55.5) 88 (55.0)
44 (11.9) 81 (17.0) 22 (13.8)
umo

p V

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

even after performing propensity score adjusted multivari-
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able Cox proportional hazard regression analyses. We also
showed that using radiation in addition to surgery im-
proved CSS and OS for stage III tumors, no such difference
was found for stage IIA and IIB tumors.

Esophagectomy has historically been considered the
mainstay of treatment but has disappointing long-term
outcomes.19 Many studies involving various combinations
of surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation have been con-
ducted in efforts to improve the relatively poor long-term
outcomes associated with esophageal cancer, often with
conflicting results.8,20-28 The National Comprehensive
Cancer Network guidelines reflect the variable evidence,
and allow a variety of treatments.12 Esophagectomy is rec-
mmended for non-cervical tumors that invade the sub-
ucosa. For more locally advanced tumors that at least invade

he muscularis propria, the guidelines allow for the entire spec-
rum of possible treatment, including esophagectomy, definitive
hemoradiation, preoperative chemoradiation, and preoperative
hemotherapy.

Studies have suggested that definitive chemoradiation
ould offer equivalent survival to treatment that involves

Table 2. Median and 5-Year Cancer-Specific Survival and O
Cancer-specific surviva

Median survival
(95% CI)

5-y

Overall 17 (16-19) 27.
Definitive RT 13 (13-15) 21.
Surgery � RT 27 (23-32) 35.

Preoperative RT 35 (25-50) 43.
Postoperative RT 26 (20-36) 30.
Surgery only 22 (19-31) 31.

tage IIA 22 (20-27) 34.
Definitive RT 16 (14-19) 28.
Surgery � RT 36 (27-52) 41.

Preoperative RT 33 (23-84) 42.
Postoperative RT 51 (21-NA) 42.
Surgery only 36 (22-57) 41.

tage IIB 21 (18-24) 26.
Definitive RT 15 (14-20) 23.
Surgery � RT 32 (24-39) 32.

Preoperative RT 36 (23-NA) 37.
Postoperative RT 26 (14-42) 13.
Surgery only 30 (21-49) 32.

tage III 13 (12-15) 21.
Definitive RT 11 (10-13) 15.
Surgery � RT 19 (16-24) 30.

Preoperative RT 31 (19-NA) 46.
Postoperative RT 21 (15-32) 26.
Surgery only 13 (10-18) 18.

RT, radiation therapy.
urgery for locally advanced, non-metastatic esophageal
CC.13-16 However, this study using a population-based
registry with analysis limited to locally advanced but po-
tentially resectable SCC of the mid or distal esophagus
shows that surgical resection is associated with significantly
improved survival. Patients in the SEER registry from 1998
to 2008 undergoing definitive radiation therapy had worse
CSS and OS compared to patients undergoing esophagec-
tomy with or without radiation in analyses of all patients as
well as analyses stratified by stage. We also found that com-
bining radiation with surgery improved survival of stage III
but not stage IIA and IIB patients. The timing of radiation
did not impact survival in any of the analyses, though use in
the induction setting has potential advantages of tumor
downstaging that may improve resectability, improved tol-
erance as compared to postoperative treatment, and avoid-
ing potential radiation damage to the esophageal replace-
ment conduit.

The long-term survival benefit of surgical resection can
be offset by increased treatment mortality when surgery is
used, which may explain why randomized studies involv-
ing relatively small numbers of patients do not show a

ll Survival for Overall, Stage IIA, IIB, and III Patients
Overall survival, mo

urvival
CI)

Median survival
(95% CI)

5-year survival
(95% CI)

.8-29.4) 14 (13-15) 17.9 (16.1-19.7)

.2-23.9) 12 (11-13) 11.2 (9.2-13.4)

.6-39.0) 20 (18-22) 26.9 (23.7-30.2)

.4-49.8) 25 (20-33) 35.8 (30.1-41.6)

.5-39.1) 21 (17-26) 23.9 (16.7-31.9)

.8-36.3) 17 (15-19) 21.8 (17.6-26.2)

.6-38.7) 17 (16-19) 22.1 (18.8-25.5)

.9-33.7) 13 (12-15) 12.9 (9.2-17.3)

.7-47.6) 23 (20-30) 31.4 (26.3-36.7)

.4-52.2) 24 (19-35) 35.6 (26.7-44.6)

.5-58.4) 35 (19-70) 35.0 (20.2-50.1)

.9-49.3) 21 (17-31) 28.5 (21.7-35.6)

.2-32.3) 17 (15-20) 18.5 (14.2-23.3)

.4-30.9) 14 (13-16) 14.2 (9.5-19.7)

.0-41.9) 27 (22-36) 26.2 (18.1-35.1)

.2-53.6) 31 (17-50) 33.5 (19.0-48.8)
-42.3) 24 (14-34) 12.1 (0.9-38.3)

.7-45.3) 27 (18-38) 24.3 (13.8-36.3)

.6-24.8) 11 (11-12) 14.5 (12.2-17.0)

.2-19.5) 10 (9-11) 9.1 (6.7-11.9)

.3-36.1) 15 (13-18) 22.8 (18.4-27.5)

.4-55.1) 25 (15-45) 36.5 (27.9-45.1)

.5-37.7) 16 (13-23) 20.1 (11.8-30.1)

.0-26.7) 10 (8-13) 13.1 (8.2-19.2)
vera
l, mo
ear s
(95%

1 (24
0 (18
3 (31
7 (37
1 (21
0 (25
6 (30
2 (22
7 (35
5 (32
5 (25
2 (32
6 (21
9 (17
3 (23
4 (21
8 (1.0
2 (19
6 (18
7 (12
6 (25
5 (37
0 (15
7 (12
statistically significant survival benefit for surgery.14,15,23
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Considering the increased short-term risks of surgery, a
treatment regimen that selectively uses surgery only for
non-complete responses or recurrences after definitive
chemoradiation may avoid unnecessary morbidity in some
patients. However, the use of surgery in this manner does
not necessarily mean that outcomes will be equivalent as
when an operation is performed immediately after the ad-
ministration of chemoradiation, and should be considered
only in the context of a specific protocol or trial. Regardless
of how surgery is utilized, minimizing morbidity and mor-
tality is clearly critical to optimizing outcomes.

Analyses using the population-based SEER-cancer reg-

Figure 1. Cancer-specific (CSS) and overall survival (OS)
stage IIA, (C) IIB, and (D) III. Logrank test: p�0.001 for C
istry have the advantage of achieving wide generalizability
and enough power to examine differences even among spe-
cific subgroups of non-frequent cancer sites. While the ap-
plication of propensity-scoring techniques to adjust for dif-
ferences in treatment allocation does allow equalizing the
chance of getting either one of the treatments under con-
sideration and improves the precision of calculated esti-
mates, these investigations also have inherent limitations.
First, data on chemotherapy administration are missing,
which could account for differences in survival in the
groups studied if the use of chemotherapy was not balanced
between the groups. The impact of this limitation on our
finding that surgical resection with or without radiation is

diation therapy (RT) alone versus others; (A) overall, (B)
nd OS for all comparisons (A-D).
for ra
associated with better outcomes than radiation alone is not
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clear. Many if not most of the patients in our study popu-
lation who received radiation were likely to also have had
chemotherapy, given that relatively early randomized trials
failed to show a survival advantage for preoperative or post-
operative radiation alone and definitive chemoradiation

Table 3. Cancer-Specific and Overall Survival (Overall)
Cancer-specific survival

Unadjusted HR
(95% CI) p Value

PS-adjusted
HR* (95% CI)

Definitive RT vs
others (reference) 1.65 (1.48-1.84) �0.001 1.48 (1.31-1.67

Surgery�RT vs
surgery only
(reference) 0.75 (0.63-0.89) 0.001 0.76 (0.63-0.92

Preoperative RT vs
postoperative RT
(reference) 0.81 (0.63-1.06) 0.12 0.89 (0.67-1.17

Included into the propensity score calculation: sex, age, race, ethnicity, marital st
*Covariates: propensity score, sex, age, race, ethnicity, marital status, tumor g
HR, Hazard Ratio; PS, propensity score; RT, radiation therapy.

Table 4. Cancer-Specific and Overall Survival for Stage IIA,
Cancer-specific survival

Unadjusted HR
(95% CI)

p
Value

PS-adjusted H
(95% CI)

Stage IIA
Definitive RT vs

others (reference) 1.65 (1.36–2.00) �0.001 1.54 (1.25–1
Surgery�RT vs

surgery only
(reference) 0.87 (0.65–1,17) 0.37 0.99 (0.72–1

Preoperative RT vs
postoperative RT
(reference) 1.14 (0.69–1.87) 0.61 1.00 (0.59–1

Stage IIB
Definitive RT vs

others (reference) 1.61 (1.23–2.12) 0.001 1.46 (1.08–1
Surgery�RT vs

surgery only
(reference) 0.90 (0.58–1.41) 0.65 0.68 (0.39–1

Preoperative RT vs
postoperative RT
(reference) 0.66 (0.33–1.32) 0.24 0.45 (0.19–1

Stage III
Definitive RT vs

others (reference) 1.60 (1.37–1.87) �0.001 1.45 (1.22–1
Surgery�RT vs

surgery only
(reference) 0.56 (0.44–0.73) �0.001 0.62 (0.47–0

Preoperative RT vs
postoperative RT
(reference) 0.73 (0.51–1.04) 0.08 0.93 (0.63–1

Included into the propensity score calculation: sex, age, race, ethnicity, marital st

*Covariates: propensity score, sex, age, race, ethnicity, marital status, tumor grade,
HR, Hazard Ratio; PS, propensity score; RT, radiation therapy.
has been shown to be superior to radiation alone.29-32 In
ontrast, patients undergoing surgery without radiation
ay have been less likely to have received chemotherapy.
iven an expected benefit of chemotherapy use, one might

peculate that balancing for chemotherapy use between the

Overall survival

Value
Unadjusted HR

(95% CI) p Value
PS-adjusted

HR* (95% CI) p Value

0.001 1.65 (1.49-1.82) �0.001 1.46 (1.31-1.63) �0.001

0.005 0.71 (0.61-0.83) �0.001 0.75 (0.63-0.89) 0.001

0.39 0.83 (0.65-1.05) 0.11 0.91 (0.71-1.16) 0.45

umor grade, tumor location, T-stage, N-stage, and year of diagnosis (5 groups).
tumor location,T-stage, N-stage, and year of diagnosis (5 groups).

and III
Overall survival

p
Value

Unadjusted HR
(95% CI) p Value

PS-adjusted HR*
(95% CI)

p
Value

�0.001 1.68 (1.42–1.99) �0.001 1.56 (1.30–1.88) �0.001

0.97 0.80 (0.62–1.03) 0.08 0.92 (0.69–1.21) 0.54

0.99 1.14 (0.73–1.78) 0.56 1.06 (0.66–1.71) 0.81

0.01 1.72 (1.34–2.21) �0.001 1.51 (1.15–1.99) 0.003

0.19 0.89 (0.59–1.34) 0.58 0.79 (0.47–1.33) 0.38

0.07 0.75 (0.39–1.44) 0.38 0.72 (0.32–1.62) 0.43

�0.001 1.55 (1.35–1.79) �0.001 1.37 (1.17–1.60) �0.001

0.001 0.55 (0.44–0.69) �0.001 0.62 (0.48–0.79) �0.001

0.70 0.72 (0.53–1.00) 0.05 0.91 (0.64–1.28) 0.59

umor grade, tumor location, T-stage, N-stage, and year of diagnosis (5 groups).
p

) �

)

)

atus, t
IIB,

R*

.91)

.37)

.69)

.97)

.21)

.07)

.72)

.81)

.36)

atus, t

tumor location, T-stage, N-stage, and year of diagnosis (5 groups).
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two groups would even have enlarged the survival differ-
ence. Second, retrospective cohort studies are impacted by
selection bias. Propensity-score adjustment is a tool to mit-
igate this potential bias by improving precision of the re-
sults. However, propensity-score adjustment can only be
based on measured covariates and lacks the inclusion of
unmeasured potential confounders like comorbidities,
smoking status, or provider volume. In particular, one can-
not rule out that patients who underwent definitive radio-
therapy had more severe comorbidities and therefore were
less likely to undergo esophagectomy, an assumption that
could negatively bias the definitive radiotherapy approach.
Third, information regarding beam-radiation doses and
fields are not contained in the database, which might have
biased outcomes comparing preoperative and postopera-
tive radiotherapy. Fourth, tumor staging is defined by clin-
ical assessment in patients who underwent neo-adjuvant
therapy while it is based on pathological examination in
patients where esophagectomy was performed without
neo-adjuvant therapy. This might have led to under- or
over-staging in some of the patients who underwent neo-
adjuvant therapy.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, esophageal cancer is a relatively uncommon
disease that is most commonly found when locally ad-
vanced or with distant metastases.Treatment strategies vary
widely and, independent of treatment, survival is generally
poor. Recommended treatment of mid and distal esopha-
geal cancers generally does not depend on histological sub-
type, though some recent studies have suggested that de-
finitive chemoradiation offers similar outcome benefits for
treatments that involve surgical resection for patients with
SCC. In this study using a large population-based database,
we show that patients with locally advanced but potentially
resectable mid and distal esophageal SCC have better out-
comes when surgery is added to the treatment regimen.
Further investigations in patients with stage IIA/B tumors
are warranted to decide if radiation therapy is beneficial.
Therefore, esophagectomy should be considered as an in-
tegral component of the treatment algorithm whenever
feasible.
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